
beacons
proximity sensors



What are Beacons?

Beacons are small transmitters placed in large spaces, 
for instance: offices, shopping centers, galleries, 
hospitals, parking lots, cities  etc. These devices create 
a virtual map of the place they are put in, which allows 
us to easily reach any spot within the object. 

BasedBased on beacon technology we provide navigation of 
indoor locations, exhibits and events as well as 
contextual info including augmented reality elements, 
dynamic guided tours and more. Using Bluetooth, 
beacons send out signals which can start apps and 
push notifications on mobile phones. As a result, people 
who attend events, conferences, galleries or shops can 
getget information relevant to where they are at that 
particular moment. 

Beacons also allow to create specific profiles of 
customers who visit a shopping center. They can also 
serve as a mobile shopping assistant, helping the 
customers find what they need. We are one of the few 
software houses who create mobile apps that use the 
potential of beacons.



What do beacons do?

Our systems display a virtual map of the space, marking our 
current position. It automatically recognizes the direction in 
which we are headed and displays the map in real time.

Indoor navigation

After choosing the matter that we have to deal with or the 
destination that we want to reach, the application automatically 
maps the route on the basis of our current location.

Wayfinding

We create maps of public buildings, shopping malls, train 
stations, airports etc., to make them easier to navigate to the 
vision impaired, disabled and elderly people.

Accessibility

Our systems can engage with users in real time providing 
information related to their exact location.

Context & location awareness

Our system enables remote control of objects connected to the 
electronic grid and integration with existing in-house services.

Remote control integration

Our systems allow to collect and analyze users’ data in real time, 
providing patterns and connections between their actions.

Real-time reporting & analytics

The system provides timely metrics to increase operational 
effectiveness and improve strategies.

Traffic measurement



Indoor navigation

  Users’ indoor positioning
  Floor detection
  Dynamic wayfinding
  Audio overlay for hearing impaired
  Integration within existing systems (e.g. ticket machines)



Heatmaps

The application allows to track passers -by in real time, providing 
exact info regarding their location within the space. Gathered 
data reveals where and when clients spent time, which allows to 
adjust the arrangement of shelves as well as and products 
accordingly. 



Contextual information

Ability to display certain information on user’s mobile devices at 
his/her exact location

  Personalized shop offers and coupons
  Additional information about exhibits at museums and galleries
  Patients records available to the approaching doctor
  Personalized club invitations for passers-by



Dynamic route mapping to the desired location 

After choosing the matter that we have to deal with or 
destination within the store that we want to reach, the 
application automatically maps the route on the basis of our 
current location to a specific aisle.



Dynamic parking directions

The system allows to find the nearest vacant space within the 
parking lot, guiding drivers to the chosen spot via Voice Over 
commands. 

  Identifies available parking spaces in parking lots, 
  Navigates drivers to the nearest available space, 
  Remote parking fee payment 



Traffic measurement

The system provides timely metrics to increase operational 
effectiveness and improve strategies.

  Measure the occupancy of a mall and its constituent floors/zones 
  Understand visitor traffic patterns across different time periods
  from a single or multiple malls
  Optimize staffing, maintenance and security based on traffic
  predictions



Same-spot friends’ browser

Based on FB connect authorization we developed a functionality 
allowing users to find and communicate with friends at the 
same spot or event, e.g.

  Shopping Malls
  Mass events and trending spots
  Conferences and venues
  Clubs



Location-based gamification

We are able to develop and launch projects encouraging users’ 
activity when reaching certain spots. It boosts creativity and fun 
factors between participants of:

  mass events
  conferences and events
  educational institutions



We deliver 
complex
solutions

Evaluation of 
client's needs

Software
development

Beacons
Implementation

Maintenance of 
the system



www.lemonorange.pl
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